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What was once the sprawling Lee Paper Mill in Vicksburg, MI will become a new entertainment and hospitality center called The Mill. 
NABA is forming an exciting partnership with The Cone Top Brewery Museum, which will be an important component of The Mill campus.

continued on page 18
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The rejuvenation of a turn-of-the century mill is a massive undertaking. The end result, to be completed within the next five years, will create a number
of entertainment and hospitality spaces for a dynamic, multi-use complex expected to draw people together from near and far. NABA hopes to be part
of the grand opening celebration, and we are exploring holding future conventions at the property.

NABA will partner with The Mill to bring The Cone Top Brewery Museum to life

NABA members can contribute displays and help curate The Cone Top Brewery Museum�s 16,000 square feet. The museum will be next door to
the Old Stove brewery.
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The refurbishment of The Mill is a massive undertaking that is well
underway, but will take several years to complete, given the extensive
scope of the project.

An architectural rendering depicting the exterior of The Cone Top Brewery
Museum. The facility will have its own exterior entrance and will be a 
place where people can discover, enjoy and learn about both breweriana
and NABA, providing tremendous and perhaps unparalleled exposure 
for our organization.

The gigantic, 19th century mill structure will be transformed into a state-of-the-art entertainment and hospitality complex. When completed, it will have
venues that span both inside and outdoors. The highly successful Old Stove Brewing Co. of Seattle will open a Midwest branch (rendering shown
above) as just one of many components of The Mill.  

continued on page 20
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Chris pictured at The Mill complex in Vicksburg, MI.

Presenting the story of 
The Mill and The Cone Top
Brewery Museum at the 
NABA Convention banquet
meeting in Milwaukee, Chris
was received with great
enthusiasm by the attendees.Chris as a boy in the 1970s, collecting cans on a 

trip to the Point Brewery in Stevens Point, WI.
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At left, breweriana is on display inside
some of the historic downtown buildings,
where visitors can be exposed to both
our beloved hobby and to NABA.

As part of the revitalization of Vicksburg, Chris Moore has also purchased and is restoring some of the older buildings, like the ones shown
here. Built in the late 1800s, they are important components to the small town�s classic, historic architecture. At the moment, these buildings
are being used to promote The Mill and to display The Cone Top Brewery Museum�s impressive breweriana collection. 

Above NABA Board member and Creative Director
Barry Travis admires a stunning piece from Chris
Moore�s collection, showcased beautifully in the front
display building of an historic shop in Vicksburg.

At right, NABA
treasurer Jim Kaiser

and Chris Moore
enjoy a beverage in

front of the display
window of one of the

historic buildings
that Chris has

bought, refurbished,
and is currently
using to display 
breweriana and

promote The Mill
and NABA.

Historic downtown buildings provide a perfect breweriana backdrop


